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Abstract. In the present commentwe showhow the analysis devel-
oped by D. Poland and H. Scheragaoí a one dimensionallattice fluid
model leads in a straightforward form the Takahashiequation of state.

PACS: 05.20.Gg

Poland and Seheraga [1] have shown how the one dimensional lattiee fluid rnodel
can be extrapolated to obtain a classical eontinuum fluid in one dimension through
a very simple and illustrative analysis.

The rnodel developed by these authors has sorne intrinsie interest. First of aH,
the authors approaeh the eontinuum by means of a lattice variable, thus allowing
one to see the aeeuraey of lattiee models. Also they were able to eonneet the
different types of ensembles, i.t:. the Partition Function (PF), the Gran Partition
Function (GPF), and the Generalized Ensemble (GE), with the emphasis placed
on the equivalenee of the results obtained from the evaluation of the GPF or the
GE.

However, the primary interest of these authors is to illustrate the use of the
matrix technique discussed in their book and also to show the analogies between
classical physies problems with biophysics problems, i.e. transition helix - coil,
denaturation of DNA, etc. On the other hand, in the present cornment we show
that the analysis developed by these authors leads in a straighforward way the
Takahashi [2]equation of sta te, when we let the variable lattice, 6 - 0, and assume
that the interaction potential between nearest neighbor particles is arbitrary.
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It is important to mentíon that Poland and Scheraga [1] do not coosider the
lattice as a physical grating, 5uch as a crystal lattice where an atom occupies
each lattice sites. 8uch view makes a lattice fluid to appear as a slightly sloppy
crystal. This theoretical approach i5 often criticized, since a fluid obviously i5 not
restricted to ao artificiallattice. However, in the morlel proposed by these authofS,
the lattice i5 ao artificial construction to approximate the PF numerically. Thus,
an atom is not restricted to a given iattice site, but rather, in the lattice model of
these authors, ao atom is assigned the constant interatomic potential rj,(n) over
the interatomic distance roh(n - 1/2) to roh(n + 1/2) (where [roh] appears as a
lattice constant for each value of Ó, and rO can be seen as the van der Waals radius
of the atoms, £.e. two atoms cannot come much c10ser than ro); as ó -+ O, ¡J¡(n)
approaches the smooth function <p( r). On this as well as on other assumptions,
these authors solve the problem through a very simple analysis that involves the
use of the PF, the GPF, and the GE. In such analysis, attention has been focused
on the GE. The reasons for this are the following. Generally, the PF will be
represented by one summation, the GPF by two summations an the GE by three
summations, and as it is known, it is easier to evaluate three summations than two,
and it is easicr to evaluate two than one (because, of course, summations replace
constraints). From this mathematical point of view, the use of the CE represents
a further step in the direction of relaxing constraints [3,4]. Furthermore, from a
physical point of view, thc CE is an ensemble where we sum over aH the extensive
variables of the system (which are not independent, and in fact, they are related
by the Gibbs-Duhem equation [3]). Hence, they obtain for the GE the expression
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The form in which the authors used the Generalized Ensemble is

Then, applying (2) to (1), we obtain
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where y is the fugacity, qn the Boltzmann factor assigned to a pair of atoms
separated by n lattice sites, and defined as

(4 )
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The parameter x is defined as x = e/3p6; then equation (3) is an equation for
the unknown P, the largest root of which gives PI, where PI is the real pressure.
Naturally, ifwe know the maximum eigenvalue Xl of equation (3), we can compute
the equation of state through the relation

p = {j-Iy(iJx¡fiJy)/X¡. (5)

But, for 6 small, it is impossible to solve equation (3) for X in analytic form,
because this equation represents a polynomial of order no = 2/6. As a matter of
fact, in this discussion we take the potential as: 4>(r) = O for r 2: 2rO or, since
r = nr06, qn = 1 for n 2: 2/6, then we can see no as the number of lattice sites
beyond which the potential is truncated to zero. However, taking into account
that (iJ¡J./iJp) = 1 = p-I (where ¡J. is the ehemical potential and 1 the average
length per atom) we can compute (5) for the linear density as

In this case, using equation (3) for y, we obtain for any value of 6
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In particular, if we are interestcd in obtaining the equation of state for a
continuum fluid, it is not difficult to see that the aboye expression can be written
a.,

~oodr ,-P(p'H('))lim p = ~O~ _
6-0 JO' dr re-P(p'HI')) ,

(8)

which represents the Takahashi 12] equation of state, this is to say, the more general
solution for a one dimensional fluid when we assume that there exists an arbitrary
interaction between nearest neighbor particles only.

We can solve many other cases of physical interest in straightforward form
through the earlier procedure. For cxample, we can deduce the Tonks [5]equation
of state or the ha,.d-rod equation of statc through equation (3). It is important
to note that a method alternative to that here presented to derive the above
mentioned Tonks or ha,.d-rod equation of state can be found in the existing
literature ¡6}. However the extension of this alternative method to solve more
general cases (such as the Takahashi equation of state) is not clear, and more
complex models can be solved with our method. In particular, we have generalized
the method to salve the binary mixture in one dimension (work along this line is
in progress and will be reported elsewhere).
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\Ve think that the earlier analysis, together with the discussion over the orre
dimensional fluid lattice rnarlel devcloped by Poland and Scheraga (which involves
the connection betwecn different ensembles) would be userul for the physicists,
because it provides ao alternative point oC view for deriving many classical results
in Statistical Mechanics.

Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that the result obtained in equation (8)
can be derived through a more sofisticated analysis which involves a sparse matrix
of order no [7].
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Resumen. En el presente comentario mostramos cómo el análisis
desarrollado por D. Poland y 11.Scheraga, acerca de un modelo de red
de fluido unidimensional permite obtener en forma directa la ecuación
de estado de Takahashi.


